
 

Class display 

based on the     

Roman            

Invasion and        

Empire 

Group tiled   

mosaic based 

on a Roman 

picture 

Texts we will be reading: 

 

Developing oracy by: 
 

Take part in debates surrounding im-

portant issues 

Peer and whole class talk throughout 

lessons 

 

Our P4C focus will be: 

 

Based around social status and who or 

what decides this… 

 

‘Is it right to invade a country?’ 

Enquiry question: Has the legacy of the Romans helped us? 

Key skills we will be aspiring to achieve:  

Maths  Use of place value when ordering and comparing  

numbers  up to 1,000.   

 Round numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000 and 

learn  the Roman Numerals up to 100.  

 Applying their knowledge of place value to addition and 

subtraction problems.  

We will  be teaching these skills through a range of strategies 

and looking at how we can apply these to reasoning and 

problem  solving questions to embed our learning.  

English Having read the story ‘Alfie’s  Adventure with the Romans’: 

 We will pick apart the text and look at the fantastic imagery and 

language that the author uses. 

 Create a detailed and descriptive narrative of our own based on 

the story. 

 

Having read the fictional story of ‘Escape from Pompeii’: 

 We will focus on the key events within the story, looking at the 

brilliant language that the author uses to describe natural disas-

ters.   

 Create a explanative piece of writing based on a volcano eruption.  

 

Geography  To locate the countries of Europe Computing  To practice various computing skills including  independently 

researching the life of Julius Caesar, Boudicca and the importance 

of E-safety. 

History  To place difference periods of time on a timeline and            

remember key historical dates.  

 To explain why an event has more than one cause. 

 To begin to use abstract terms e.g. empire, civilisation,         

parliament 

 To explain the impact of a significant figure on Britain 

 To explain how significant historical figures contributed to 

national and international achievements in a   variety of eras.  

 To ask and answer more complex questions through inde-

pendent research. 

Art/DT We will use clay to reproduce an ancient roman artefact in our art les-

sons. 

In D&T we will be designing and making our own roman shields. 

 To cut internal shapes. 

 To comment on similarities and differences on own and others’ work, 

describing what they feel about both. 

 To investigate, combine and organise visual and tactile  qualities of 

materials and processes when making something. 

PE  We will develop our skills in gymnastics looking at differ-

ent balances, jumps and rolls. 

 We will then move on to dance, where we will look at 

building a sequence of moves to create a short routine. 

Science  To investigate how sound is created and how our body  

interprets sound.  

 To conduct various experiments to study the effects of  

different variables on sound.  

 

Immersive Experience: 

 

Grosvenor  

Museum in 

 Chester 

Project Outcome: 

To create a published book filled 

with art work, historical facts and 

key information about the Ro-

mans. 

Project Audience: 

Senior Leadership Team and 

the Year Three Children to 

showcase learning ready for 

them to join Year Four. 

 

 

Designing and 

constructing a 

Roman shield  

Sketching 

Hadrian’s wall 

and creating a 

junk model 

based on this  


